
  



  

Italian. 

little   ones:   in   the   morning   I   helped   them   wash,   dress,   have   breakfast,   then   get   ready   

with   aprons,   and   finally   I   entrusted   them   to   Walter   who   took   them   to   school. 

progress,   next   day 

In   three   months   I   did   many 

Nicolino   Pietoso,   I   think   he   was   four   years   old,   he   was   the   most   lively   and   likeable,   

he   made   me   laugh   so   much   when   he   said   to   me:   "Tignorina   I   have   to   go   to   the   tabinetto"! 

play,   etc. 

only   the   dialect   and   for   me 

it   was   already   difficult 

I   took   care   of   most 

It   wasn't   easy   at   first ... 

breakfast,   bread,   milk, 

barley,   pajamas,   school, 

Many   of   them   talked 

day,   starting   with 

everyday   words: 



  

I   cherish,   with   affection,   the   memory   of   Gina   at   the   porter's   lodge,   always   intent   on   

tidying   up   and   reading   the   Bible   in   quiet   moments. 

be   together   with 

their   time   and   energy,   to   carry   on   the   work   of   Comandi:   like   Mrs.   Cesarina   Targetti,   wife   of   

a   Florentine   entrepreneur   in   the   lighting   sector,   who   helped   in   the   wardrobe   to   mend   and   

sew,   together   with   Maria 

Many   volunteers   and   available,   worked   with   the 

lads. 

ahead   of   that   project   with   a   thousand   difficulties. 

polite,   always   joyful 

I   remember   with   emotion   his   wife   Marianne   and   good   children. 

and   smiling   in   the 

I   was   immediately   struck   by   the 

Stewart   looked   after   the   older   about   40    boys. 

his   attitude 

I   admired   Bob   McConnel   for   his   stubborn   dedication   to   wearing 

and   Ersilia. 

Every   Saturday   Silvano   came   to   help   Miriam   in   the   secretariat,   and   to   organize   football   

matches   with   the   boys. 



  

He   immediately   flirted   with   me   and   after   some   time   without   much   preamble   he   asked   me   

to   marry   him,   and   I,   who   reciprocated   his   feelings,   replied   that   I   did   not   know   how   to   tell   my   

father! 



  



  

rehabilitation   and   apology. 

The   first   stop   was   the   transfer   to   via   Vannini   and   then   via   Aretina. 

stand   by   Bob's   side,   aware   of   being   right. 

Naturally   Bob   also   had   the   support   of   his   brothers   from   the   north:   Paolo   Baratta   di   Piverone,   Lenti,   Plato,   Cipollini,   

Gastaldi,   Ruffa   and   Gioele   Mongiovetto. 

Twenty   years   later   we   received 

In   the   meantime,   I   had   married   Silvano   and   upon   returning   from   our   honeymoon   we   found   a   letter   of   

"Excommunication"   in   the   mailbox   because   we   supported   Bob   in   his   work   for   the   Institute. 

Practically   the   whole   Command   Institute   moved! 

a   letter   of 

Silvano   neglected   his   work   to   dedicate   himself   body   and   soul   to   the   birth   of   Casa   Cares. 

We   felt   mortified   and   disappointed   but,   I   prefer   not   to   comment   on   this   action ...,   we   still   decided   to   

continue   to 



  

I   keep   a   wonderful   memory   of   that   time   lived   in 

wonderful   living 

Cares   house. 

Florence   and   the   extraordinary   events   relating   to   the   birth   of 

today   again. 

We   were   planning   to   stay   2    months ...   we   stayed   there   the   whole   time 

Via   Aretina,   emerged 

life! 

a   Family 

I   left   the   service   in   the   Institute   to   other   girls   such   as   Verena   Liechti,   Jeanette   and   Claire   Guedel,   to   dedicate   

myself   to   the   creation   of   a   new   family   with   Silvano. 

Controls   in   Via   Vanini 

and   then   from   Via   Vanini   a 

In   the   summer   of      1966 we   went   to   Ischia   to   find   Silvano's   aunt   to   bring   her   some   support   and   comfort   as   she   lived   

in   solitude. 

From   the   chaos   of   the 

removals,   first   from 



 Maryse   Zuercher   Maestripieri 

I   embrace   you   all 

Therefore,   I   am   very   pleased   to   meet   you   many   years   later   and   to   talk   with   you   about   those   times. 


